
KC14

Easy to apply and pleasing to your senses.
Share your story #detalecph



Del dit DETALE-projekt DK

Del dit helt eget DETALE projekt eller find massevis 
af inspiration i andres projekter på Instagram under 
#detalecph. Vi modtager meget gerne billeder til 
deling på hello@detalecph.com

Del ditt DETALE-prosjekt NO

Del ditt helt eget DETALE prosjekt eller finn masse 
inspirasjon i andres prosjekter på instagram under 
#detalecph. Vi vil gjerne motta bilder som vi kan dele, 
på hello@detalecph.com

Dela ditt DETALE-projekt SE

Dela ditt helt eget DETALE-projekt eller hitta massor  
av inspiration i andras projekt på instagram under  
#detalecph. Vi tar gärna emot bilder för delning på 
hello@detalecph.com

Share your DETALE-project UK

Share your DETALE project or find lots of  
inspiration from other projects on instagram  
#detalecph. We are happy to receive pictures  
to share at hello@detalecph.com
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You need 

2 spatulas of 15-35 cm in size

Sandpaper grain 180-220

Shielding e.g. plastic or cardboard and masking tape

1 soft duster

Microfiber cloth for Topcoat (opt. hand sprayer)

Gloves and respiratory protection for sanding

 
Preparation 

The surface on which KC14 is to be applied has to be 

smooth, dry, equally absorbent and sustainable. If in 

doubt, you should prime the base before beginning. It is 

important to carefully cover in order to avoid unwant-

ed spots. Topcoat in unwanted spots, is very hard to 

remove. The process of sanding will produce dust. 

Durability and maintenance

KC14 is fully hardened after 2-3 weeks. Be aware that 

the wall will never become rock hard and therefore 

is receptive to scratches ect. With the second layer of 

Topcoat you obtain a dirt repellant surface correspond-

ing to a gloss 10 paint, meaning that the surface can be 

washed as instructed above. We do not recommend 

using KC14 Classic and KC14 Raw on backsplashes, as 

the surface will not be resistant towards hot splashes.

KC14 can be maintained with Topcoat. Add 5-10% Top-

coat to your wash water when needed. In addition, the 

wall is cleaned with mild detergents.
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Set up masking tape around the desired area to cover. Apply KC14 on the entire area at once. 

The plaster should have a thickness of 2-3 mm. with a smooth covering layer. If the layer is not 

smooth, plaster spots will be noticeable in the final result. Remove the masking tape before the 

plaster dries. The plaster has to dry for a minimum of 16 hours. 

Tip: The finish depends on the way you apply the plaster. Avoid applying in straight lines, 

but with smooth and soft curves. Bubbles can appear and are part of the natural look. 

If the plaster appears with irregularities or knobs,  sand these away before second layer is being 

applied. We recommend to use grain 180 for this. Dust off the area by using a soft duster. 

Set up masking tape again and apply KC14 Classic on the entire area at once. The second 

layer must not be too thin as it will increase the risk of sanding through the surface and leave 

noticeable marks. Remove the masking tape before the plaster dries. The plaster has to dry for a 

minimum of 16 hours.

Make sure that the plaster is totally dry before you start sanding. Do also make sure to cover 

furniture etc. carefully given that sanding produces a lot of dust. Gently, sand the area, with 

circled movements, using grain 180-220 until the surface is uniform. Again, avoid sanding through 

the surface as clearly noticeable marks will appear. Sanding machines cannot be used! Dust the 

whole area thoroughly with a soft duster. Remain all covering for the next step, as unwanted 

Topcoat stains are very difficult to remove.

Set masking tape up again. Apply Topcoat twice by using the microfiber cloth to dab it on with 

an interval of 1-2 hours. The entire area has to be coated at once. Runners are visible and must 

be avoided. Let the Topcoat dry for 2-3 hours before sanding the area with grain 220 to achieve 

smoothness. Dust off the area using a damp cloth.

Tip: Hand sprayer can be used. Do only spray small areas at a time and make sure to imme-

diately dab the area with a microfiber cloth before the Topcoat dries. A third layer can be 

applied if the area is exposed to much wear. 

Enjoy your KC14 project. Remember to enjoy the creative  
process as much as your personal result.
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